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Introduction
The following publication was created as part of the
European project F.A.R.O.S. (Feature A protective

environment fOr lgbti+personS), whose basic aim is to

The importance of collecting and sharing these stories lies

mechanisms of anti-LGBTQI+ hate crimes, violence and

recognised, recorded and to become visible. This collection

strengthen the protection, monitoring and prevention

discrimination, and to improve access to public services
for LGBTQI+ people, by sensitising and enhancing the

skills of public servants as well as developing a network of
stakeholders and interested parties.

The stories are testimonies of incidents LGBTQI+ people

have experienced in the public sector, for example in health
care services, schools and universities, police departments,

the judicial system or other public services. All stories were
collected through the online survey and the focus groups,

conducted as part of the project’s research, and belong both to

LGBTQI+ individuals and professionals working in the public
sector.

in the need for the experiences of LGBTQI+ people to be

aims to shed light in questions such as “Do LGBTQI+ people

have equal access to public services?”, “Are there changes that

need to be implemented in the public services in order for them
to better attend the needs of LGBTQI+ people?”, “Do LGBTQI+
people have specialised needs?”. This publication captures the
obstacles, the cases of direct and indirect discrimination, as

well as incidents of verbal, psychological and physical violence,
which are part of the experience of LGBTQI+ beneficiaries or
professionals of public services.
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Stories of
LGBTQI+ people

Gay person, 23 y/o
The person describes their experience with a psychologist
in their university. Their request was related to their sexual
orientation

« During my visit at the public psychological support service

of my university for an issue relevant to my gay identity, I was
faced with doubt, belittlement and accusations made by the
psychologist. It affected me for a long time and it still does».

Trans man, heterosexual, 21 y/o

I show it they look at me negatively and they deliberately ask
invasive questions».

IFI

yet. My appearance doesn’t match my ID card, so every time

RT

I am a trans man and I haven’t changed my legal documents

CE

« I have faced discrimination-psychological violence because

CA
TE

In the following story a trans man describes the negative
treatment he receives on a constant basis, due to the mismatch
between the name and gender on his official papers and his
gender identity.

CERTIFI
CATE
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Lesbian cis woman, 24 y/o
This story highlights the difficulty this woman faces due to her gender expression,
because it does not conform with the societal expectations of her gender identity.
She also mentions the combined negative treatment she receives because of her
queer identity and her weight.

« I am a queer lesbian and I have often experienced discrimination
in the public sector. There are always indiscreet and judging looks
from professionals and other people who are present. They often

Pansexual cis woman, 30 y/o

I correct them or introduce myself, they often laugh, sometimes

In this story the woman describes the constant need to hide her sexual
orientation in order to avoid discrimination or violence, and the lack of
safety she feels to share her identity with professionals in public services.

use male pronouns to address me (although I am a cis woman). After
they make offensive remarks and they always say or imply that it

is my fault, because my gender expression does not match societal
expectations. Another factor that intersects with my LGBTQIΑ+

« As a cis queer woman, who never shares openly her identity

a fat person. Finally, as a result of my identity as a fat queer person

However, I constantly need to hide my sexual orientation

when I have demanded to be treated with the respect I was not

anything about my identity to public officials ».

identity and affects the way I am often treated is the fact that I am

in public services, I have not faced discrimination or violence.

I have had people talk to me in an offensive way and, in some cases

every time, and I have never felt comfortable to reveal

shown in the beginning, they have talked back to me impolitely and

with insolence. In some cases, they have pushed me and grabbed me
violently ».

15

Trans intersex person, 39 y/o
The story this person shared was about the negative treatment they
received and refusal of services related to administrative procedures
while they tried to change their name and gender in their legal
documents.

« When I was in the process of preparing the papers to change
my name they treated me in a sexist way and with irony,

especially at security forces. Also, they refused to change my

name at a utility service, although I had a court decision. They
told me that the only thing they could do was send me the bill
in the name that I have chosen, but the rest of my personal
data would remain the same in the service ».

Trans woman, 42 y/o
This story highlights the transphobic discrimination and stances
at public services.

« [I have received] mockery, laughs about my appearance,
irony and excuses, in order for me to go there more times
until I get the papers I wanted ».
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Trans woman, 49 y/o
In this story a trans woman describes the difficulty she faces regarding her
identification with her legal documents and mentions the changes on legal
gender recognition that the legal framework has brought, as well as the obstacles
that continue to exist. Moreover, she highlights the difficulty of having a gender
expression that does not coincide with her gender identity and how this affects
her everyday interactions.

Trans man, 60 y/o
A trans man describes his experience of public services, where he faces
difficulties with the process of identification, because his legal documents
do not reflect his gender identity, as well as the negative treatment he
receives from professionals, who misgender him in front of other people.
He also mentions the additional difficulties he faces because employees in
public services assume that he is not Greek.

« Violence for me starts when I approach the employee and
«The only incident that happened to me and was negative, was a confu-

there are many religious idols between us, ranging from Holy

people, often face. The legal framework helped, as we can now get our

me like I don’t understand, like I am less than 8 years old,

[...] But it’s a very complicated and costly process […] The system is dys-

security number, they realise that I am registered as a biologi-

services for the rest of your life. In all the years that you have left, you

stole someone else’s social security number. In the end, anoth-

every service to change them [you documents], with any sort of bully-

based on my social security number. At that point, I want to

sion regarding my ID and my documents. It is a problem that we, trans

Mary to St. Paisios. As I start to speak, they start talking to

documents, our ID, without having to go through gender reassignment

because I have a foreign accent. When they ask me my social

functional because after you get your ID card, you have to run to public

cal woman. So, they always ask for my ID because they think I

need to run to banks, to the cadastre, to everything. You have to run to

er employee, calls me by my deadname1 in front of everyone,

ing you may experience, if you come across anybody [...] Because I am a

leave, and I start being aggressive... »

butch lesbian, either way I can’t convince, I don’t pass as feminine, for

my own reasons, because that’s how I like to be. I can’t try to educate the
butcher, the greengrocer, the kiosk worker, the taxi driver, I don’t have
enough time in this life to do this ».

1 Deadname: Term used by trans people to refer
to the name that was given to them at birth.
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Gay man, 30 y/o
The testimony of this man refers to an incident of discriminatory behaviour against
him, expressed by the police and the judicial authorities. More specifically, he was
involved in a judicial dispute, in which his LGBTQI+ identity resulted in the authorities keeping a harsher stance against him, compared to other similar cases, which
in some extent even went against the typical procedures.

« I’ll just talk about a random event, where after a fight, I ended up

being arrested, when in reality it was [just] a fight [...]. When we went
to the police station, I tried to explain to the officers the stream of

The man mentioned a series of decisions made by the authorities (e.g. being kept
in custody), which are not in accordance with the typical practice followed in
similar situations. He also described that:

the events and how we had ended up in a fight. I had to tell them the

« The transmission document from the police, the one the district

believing that I could trust them and tell the truth [...]. By saying this

stated “proven”, without any supporting evidence as it turned

truth [about his sexual orientation], according to my point of view,

[mentioning his LGBTQI+ identity] to the police officers, it was like

I told them something unheard of [...] Having the intention of telling

them « this and that happened » [...] [it lead to] a clearly biased stance
of the authorities against me, because they had the picture of a

family man, an everyday worker, the guy that just went to work, who
was the other one, that was with his girlfriend, and then there was

the faggot, the bum... [So] his word, just his word, had an advantage
over mine. Without them leaving a 1% chance that I could be telling
the truth ».

attorney read, said it was “proven”. The document from the police
out later, when everything was overturned. The police officers

wrote that it was proven [the crime the man was accused of]. The
transmission document was prepared one day before the report

from the coroner, depicting the biased stance I mentioned before.
How did they know? The coroner’s report did not confirm that
there was a crime. There were just some indications ».
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Trans man, 59 y/o
In this testimony, the trans man describes the existing obstacles faced by trans
people who are parents and those that were not born in Greece, as well as the
great financial cost of the procedure. The inconsistency of his ID data with his
gender identity constantly results in employees addressing him with a wrong
name and gender, and him being forced to explain his identity every time.

« Some people, like us, we can’t change our papers easily, as we have

given birth to our children and we don’t want them to be separated
from us. Some people are from other countries and don’t have the

money to do it in their country of origin or they don’t have the mon-

Trans woman, 45 y/o
The difficulty trans people face with regards to the identification of their
documents and the problems that arise in their exchanges with public
services are depicted in this testimony as well.

« As I haven’t changed the data in my ID, it has happened

ey to change [the name in] all their assets. But misunderstandings

many times that although they see the photo in my ID, that it’s

problem, anywhere you go, the secretary firstly tells you «ok, pay for

need him to come themselves», I respond to them «I am myself.

says «please madam, get in». and at this point you want to disappear,

person». It’s not that it’s a photo from 1800. It’s quite recent.

time. It’s not like I stay silent, I go there and say «which madam are

tell me the same. «He has to come himself». Because I haven’t

doesn’t know and I explain it in the doctor’s office, I explain it. And

manager to solve the issue ».

happen all the time. And if you have blood tests, for another health

me and I look exactly like I look in the photo, they tell me, «we

these tests». And then the nurse calls you to get your tests done and

You can see that the person in the photo and me are the same

to leave this room full of people. And this happens every time. Every

[...] And this has also happened in the post office, for people to

you referring to, it’s me». And the nurse apologises. She says she

changed my ID data. And I always, always have to go to the

then she says «yes, I understand, I understand». Because it’s not that
they have bad intentions... But the next time I will go there for tests,
there will be another nurse. It happens all the time ».
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Lesbian, 54 y/o
The following two stories describe the difficulties a same-sex couple with their
kids faces at educational and healthcare services. In both incidents, the personnel
of the services refused to recognise the existence and role of the second parent,
even when there were no administrative obstacles.

« When our kids were in kindergarten, the first thought we had was
to tell them about our family. We told them that if they need any help,
they can ask us to provide material, information, acknowledging that
I am also a colleague [i.e. she was a pre-school teacher as well]. In the
beginning they were startled, they said yes, good, very well. We gave
our phone numbers, mine and my partner’s, as a back-up number.
And we said, at the times that I’m at work, if anything happens, you
won’t call me, you will call my partner. They never did… At some point
I asked one of them “Why don’t you call my partner?”. They replied,
“we can’t, the law says that we have to refer solely to the biological
parent…” I said, “since I have signed a formal declaration saying that
this is the person that is allowed, on my behalf, to bring and take the
child, I have signed a declaration addressed to you mentioning that
is the safe choice for the safe arrival and departure of my child, and
that if anything else happens I’ll let you know who will come and
this person will have to show you their ID, following the procedure
applicable to everyone”. They would call anyone, they didn’t want to,
this had always to do with a recognition of the parental role of my
partner. Period. It was clear, a whole year had passed, we understood
it. It was crystal clear ».

« One of the kids went to the hospital with fever and a bit
later the other one got sick too. So, my partner came with
the second one with an ambulance because the kid had
spasms because of the fever. And the hospital’s personnel
started asking “Who are you? What are you? Where did you
get this child?”. They almost arrested them until I got there
and said “Here I am, the mother, I have both kids. Get the other
one here [the second child that has arrived], in the same room”.
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Stories of
professionals

27

Judge
An LGBTQI+ professional refers to the homophobic stance and
behaviour of her colleagues, and the difficulty of having to keep
her LGBTQI+ identity hidden.

« I am an LGBTQI person and I hear homophobic jokes from

my co-workers almost every day. I am living an almost double
life, because I need this job. I have to hide and lie about my

identity and my relationship, and it hurts when I hear them
judge so negatively other LGBTQI people ».

Nurse
A nurse refers to the homophobic behaviour of her supervisor in a healthcare service, who made ironic and degrading comments on colleagues
and beneficiaries.

« A supervisor had made ironic, degrading comments for gay

people in our service, and sometimes for colleagues for which
there was a suspicion that they had a different sexual orientation ».
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Police officer

Social worker

A police officer refers to the indirect discrimination that LGBTQI+ officers
face, due to the fact that officers who are not married and don’t have
children receive less favourable treatment.

The professional describes her experience with a psychologist who was
working in the same service and worked with a woman, whose daughter
was a lesbian. The psychologist treated the homosexual sexual orientation
of her beneficiary’s daughter as something that would or should change.

« Gay police officers are the ones that will receive less favourable
treatment because they are usually not married and don’t have

children, while those who are married with children will be treated
better, for example when it comes to transfers or postings, special
leaves, etc. In the frequent postings of officers in the region of

Evros for the guarding of the borders, the service usually suggests
officers who are not married. Statistically, there are always many
gay police officers amongst them, that go to Evros, although they

don’t want to, while those who are married have a sort of “asylum”
within the service ».

« I remember the case of a mother that was in counselling
with one of the psychologists in our service. Among other

things, the mother [who was the beneficiary] mentioned the

difficulties she faced with her 18-year-old daughter, who was
a lesbian. The psychologist held the belief that her daughter

could not have consciously decided at this age about her sexual orientation. So, she tended to treat the lesbian identity of

her daughter as something premature, unsubstantial, something that would definitely change or would need to change
later on ».
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Educator
Psychologist
This testimony describes the negative treatment and offensive behaviour
against a trans person, due to their gender identity, at a social welfare
service.

In this incident, educators are described to make homophobic remarks
against one of their students. The professional also referred to the negative
stance of the teachers towards the topic of gender identities, as a part of the
thematic week, a week when workshops regarding human rights and democratic coexistence are organised in schools, in order to inform and sensitise
students.

« It was a man that had undergone a gender transition, but he
did not register it in his ID. He wanted to apply for an allow-

ance, but he was eligible for other reasons. Then the employee
started the mockery, because supposedly they couldn’t specify
the person pronouns. Soon there was tension and offensive

language was used. Of course, after the person left, the mockery continued ».

« Colleagues made a lot of comments for a student
from another area, behind his back, because

he looked gay (he was not out). Also, during the
thematic week, focusing on the topic of gender

identities there was always a negative reaction.

They didn’t know and they didn’t want to learn what
kind of activities they could do with the children for
this topic ».
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Administrative personnel
An employee at an administrative position talked about the fact
that he was outed by his colleagues in his service, resulting in him
being transferred in another service, and the ways he deals with the
homophobia in his workplace.

« The service did it itself. They announced it to everyone. And I was
transferred because of this. In order for me not to provoke, just

because I existed, here, be transferred. Back then I didn’t ask anything, I didn’t say anything. I had this fear then, not to lose my job

or anything. As the years passed, I feel firmer in my opinions and

they can’t do anything to me. I know how to cover for myself. Back
then it happened in a period that I was terrified when they found
out and I had a totally different treatment. After that, I didn’t pay

much attention to what they said to me, whether they were talking

about me behind my back or to my face. I thought that I’ll be good at
my job and my duties and I don’t care for anything else. I also won’t

talk about my life anymore; I don’t give them any ground to step into
my personal issues. We talk about work, what needs to be done, and

that’s it. If you went on a vacation with your wife and children, good
for you. I won’t talk about what I did with my partner ».

Legal Clerk
In this incident a trans person in a court was forced to explain multiple
times the reason of the incongruence between their gender identity and
their legal documents, in front of many people.

« At a penal court room, when the male defendant’s name was

called, a person with a woman’s clothing and appearance replied.
After the chair of the court asked the person that replied if they
were indeed the defendant (sometimes if the defendant is not

present a relative may answer on their behalf, so the judges need
to make sure who the person is) and after he getting a positive

reply, he continued asking and wondering, in front of the audience,
why the person’s appearance did not conform to the expectations
for the gender that was on their legal documents ».
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School psychologist
A school psychologist refers to the negative, unequal treatment a couple
of two boys received from the scientific team of the school, who wanted
to ban them from expressing any signs of affection at school.

« We recently had a scientific team in the school that I work at

and at some point because there were two boys that were very
affectionate, but not very different from what was happening

Military personnel
A professional working in the military refers to the abusive language
that is used between colleagues and the negative prejudices towards
LGBTQI+ people.

between boys and girls during the breaks... it was mentioned

« Any negative, disgusting word that comes to your mind, I’ve

so affectionate during the breaks. Then I said that if we are to

need to tell you the words, feel free to imagine […] There are

within the team that we should forbid these boys from being

forbid it for these boys, yes, because I agree that in the school
some limits should be set, then we should also forbid heterosexual couples being very affectionate during the breaks as

well. Right then I realised that this was a form of discrimination ».

heard it in discussions between colleagues. Anything, I don’t

colleagues that believe that being LGBTQI is contagious, and
you can “get it” for example from going to the pride parade ».
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Educator
The educator refers to an incident with a former student of hers, who
faced bullying on the basis of multiple motives, including homophobia.
The bullying continued in the following years, ending up in a sexual
harassment incident with homophobic motive. Although the students had
mentioned some of the incidents to the educators, there was no reaction
from the school.

«There was a student of mine, who was marginalised, [the

other students] didn’t hang out with him. There were many
elements of bullying. There was also a homophobic part,
because of his perceived sexual orientation, there was

fatphobia, there were many things. The student used to call

his mother and ask her to pick him up from school, claiming
he had a headache. He had done many check-ups, he had

nothing. At some point, because I have seen that happening, I

approached him and asked whether he really wanted to leave

because he had a headache or there was something else going
on. And because we had developed a relationship throughout
all these years in the school, he told me the reason he wanted
to leave was that he couldn’t stand being at school anymore.

He started saying that apart from being marginalised and

mocked by the rest of the kids, they teased him, asking if he
“plays the clarinet well” and other sexual innuendos. Later
that he moved to high school we talked and he told me that

he was sexually abused by two classmates. I asked him if he
did anything, if he mentioned it to any of the teachers, to the
principal, to anyone. He said “I did, but nothing happened.

They told me to just drop it”. The positive thing with this kid
was that he had his parents’ back up, who paid attention to

these things. Once again, the school community didn’t rise up
to the occasion, that’s why the kids do not trust us and never
speak about these issues. »
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Educator
An educator mentions a homophobic attack towards a student from his
classmates, highlighting the indifference and the lack of mobilisation from
the school community.

This incident was hushed, with the perpetrators being
punished, and we didn’t talk about it much, there was
no support to the kid and I think this was the burden

« A few years ago, a student experienced an extreme ho-

mophobic attack, he was hit on the head with a rock – in a

nutshell two of his classmates opened his head. They had been
harassing him for a long time and we [the teachers] didn’t

know anything. The kid was indeed gay, it’s true, but then the
other kids thought he was gay because of his characteristics
and his behaviour, and his gender expression which did not
conform to the notion of masculinity. He faced an extreme

homophobic attack and it turned out that the parents knew
about it [the harassment], while we didn’t know anything.

Homophobic and transphobic incidents of bullying are not
treated like other incidents of violence.

his parents carried, who wanted to involve the school

in what happened outside of it – the incident took place

after the end of the school day. The school learned about
it in the end, but didn’t do anything. The only thing that
happened was that these kids were suspended, there

was no follow-up on the incident. I mean there was no

discussion with the kids, the teachers didn’t want to talk
about the motive of the attack at all. They don’t want to,
they don’t want to, they don’t want to, they think that
you make them very uncomfortable. »
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Educator
An educator working on the first level of education refers to an incident
with another educator who ended up quitting his job at a school in an
island, because of the parents’ reactions, due to his gender expression.

« I want to talk about an incident with a teacher who was a bit

Psychologist
In this story, the psychologist describes an incident where colleagues
offended an LGBTQI+ beneficiary, as well as the generally unequal
treatment LGBTQI+ people receive at the service she works.

different [regarding his gender expression], there were issues

« There was an incident with a colleague and our supervisor,

a psychological war with him, and he ended up leaving the

tension. It’s one thing to have a request fulfilled, to make

with some parents, and it really saddens me. They started

school. From what I understood there was one main parent

who started fighting him, he was afraid for some reason, and
then a couple more parents banded together. But the [teach-

ers’ and parents’] association did nothing. The [teachers’ and
parents’] association should have reacted then ».

who offend very badly a specific person, there was a lot of
an application, get benefits, go through an administrative

procedure, and another to be equally treated, with respect and
everything. They are two different things. In our service the
second one does not exist. The first one does. »
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Psychologist
In this story, an incident is described where employees from another
service, came to the premises of the psychological service and made
degrading remarks on an LGBTQI+ person. The professionals then also
offended the psychologist who stood up for the LGBTQI+ person.

« There were some people from the service next to ours

that came in the office on purpose. They didn’t say anything
offensive directly to the person. However, they used a

language that they wouldn’t use in any other occasion. After
the LGBTQI+ person left, I tried to make a remark about it

and say that I found it inappropriate. They started mocking
me as well because I made this comment. »

Social Worker
Health professionals are mentioned to be deliberately misgendering and
deadnaming a trans woman who was hospitalised.

« When I go into a ward and say: “Hi Paola”, the doctor laughs
in a very ironic tone and says: “It’s Paul, not Paola”, but I will
call her Paola because this is how she want to be called and
this is how she feels well. »
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Hospital deputy director
This story refers to an incident of denial of services from a doctor due to
the person’s LGBTQI+ identity and his sexual practices.

The same professional, referring to another incident, describes the
disparaging behaviour a young gay man received from a psychiatrist
at a psychiatric clinic.

« In a discussion I had with a dermatologist, she mentioned

« A 25-year-old gay man visits the psychiatric clinic of the

diagnosed with syphilis, while he was also diagnosed with

course, he is accepted [in the service] but the reaction of the

saw him not wearing gloves, as she had requested. One could

a boyfriend?’ »

a patient who was hospitalised in the clinic because he was

biggest hospital in the country after a suicide attempt. Of

HIV. She said that she turned him away because one day she

psychiatrist is to say: ‘What do you want me to do? Find you

say that this punishing stance had to do with the disrespect of
the hygiene rules of the clinic. However, during the discussion
the doctor started speaking about the patients’ sexuality and
I realised that this punishment had nothing to do with the

rules, but it was about a personal assessment/judgement of

the persons’ way of life. She started saying that he got syphilis
during his vacations at Mykonos, where he participated in a
sex party with unknown people etc., and right there a moral

judgment started, which was the real reason he was asked to
leave the clinic. »
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